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Lillian & Harold Weisberg 

Coq d'Or Press ROUTE 8 , FREDERICK, MD. 217,31 
Code301/473-8186 

2/10/72 

ht. Richard Q. Vawterrn Director of Infoimation 
General Services Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20405 

Dear Er. Vawter, 

Your letter of February 8, which has just arrived, se.ys it is in ansWer to my two 
letters of January 6. This makes it one of the more prompt responses. It is not tit-loth:mon 
for six months to elapse before I get acknowledgement or response, one of the factors 
building the size of the correspondence of which you complain. however, if for nothing 
else, I do thank you for what I must, in context, recognize as promptness. 

kedical limitations on the use of one hand, which will continue for at least theee 
weeks, when I have a consultation with an orthopaedic surgeon, preclude consultation with 
the files, the only way I can make adequate response. I will tip us have to rely on nemory. 
If I err, you will have a prompt apology. 

First cf all, I wrote four, not two, lettemon January 6. Your letter refers to 
consultation with your set of my correspondence. You therefore have to know that these 
have not been fully responded to. I think the same is true of you: letter. Amin, thin is 
how the volume of the correspondence grows. 

One of the easier ways for you to write what you did iu to have the Archives bed in 
its "review" of our correspondence for You with the arbitrary date of July 24, 9971. 
:e)e the abominable record of the Archives, presumably an agency of and for scholarship, has 
been such that certain special ineasurce have been forced upon. me. One is to make a curd-file 
index of the correspondence.. Without this there is no way for me to know when they i,;nore 
a request entirely, as has been a coruon practise. In order to assure that this is a 
dispassionate index, have had it done 100i0 by another. I have aleo been forced to make 
a card file indel of the documents I receive, and I have thi s arranged both by the archives' 
identification of the material and by my-  own filing of it. Prom these I can tell you 
without equivocation that I did not ever get those things I have just received. I also 
tell you without equivocation that I have no letter from the Archives covering either 
alleged mailintA: Perhaps if you get the Archives to send you my letter of juin 24 this 
will be helpful to you. As-1(J while 	of course, not neceeeary that a covering le veer 
accompany mailiat. s, I do tell you that I haVe no letter from the Archives dated either 
August 10 or July 15, 1971. 

. Your next paragrpah refers to denials of my request for ;Lithhil copies of tne W:ucLitiVe 
sessions. It is entirely, I may say grossly, inadequate in makinn.date reference becineing 
June 21, 1971. My card file discloses my first appeal is dated Nay 4, 1968, more than three 
years earlier. However, your reference to "recent developments in the state od the :Lew" 
intrigues me because one of the eubjecte of extensive correspondence has been my effortn 
to obtain precisely this from the Archives, copies of _all laws, decisione,'renulatioee and 
interpretation of any kind controlling tith; archive. I invite your personal exsiecieaLnnl of 
the file and your denial of my statement. I also 'ask for coeiee of that to ehich you nake 
specific reference, for I am not aware of arty ailiondthent to the law. I am auaro ofcm.enenent 
of renulatiene to cover violation of Lite law and regulations when I have mane requeste and 
to cover other violations of which I am also aware and, I believe, have charged, wit:not response 



Ttext you favor me lil ill a complaint about: the volume of correspondence. So that my 
resentment and objection may be clear, I will.answer this ooth generally and specifically. 
If you intend your letter to be a self-serving record to be misused in tie:: future, as has 
been the case in the oast, I think that improper. First of all, you and all these at the 
National Archives, as I should not have to remind you, work for me, not the converse. I pay 
your sal ales, not the converse. You owe obligations to all citizens, o. whom I am one. 
If is the' function and obligation- of the Archives to make public information' available on 
an imeartial basis and in conformity with law and regulations. Now, when they with dis-
graceful frequency requirelae long, as six month to respond to requests, how can the file 
of correspondence be other than large, how. can my work be other than needlessly burdensome, 
and hoe con you regard this as compliance with any standard of public service er with the 
spirit or the letter of tae laws and ree;ulations? You will find in this correspondence 
letters from me specifyingthe dates of unanswered. requests and the lapses of time, I assure 
you six months is not uncommon. Again, I welcome a documented denial or, on the other 
hand, a challenge to me to prove this when it is within my physical capability. And in 
this connection, let me remind you of one of my unaswered requests, for the time within 
requests and inquiries are to be responded to. I have asked and I have had no answer. Ty 
request was sufficiently far in the past for this to amount to a refusal to suppy that 
information, I go further and say this information is my right as it is that of all citizens, 

Now I will give you some specific illustrations of why aria how this Lilo got so large, 
and begin with an unanswered request for an explanation that is at least three years old. On 
the day the transfer of certain materials, including chat is and what is not part of the 
estate of the late President, was announced, I appeared iu person in .the office of the 
Archivist to request access to all of it and to the contract by which the transfer was made. 
I was denied it, and it was suggested that I write a letter requesting access to part of it 
for forwarding to iqr. Burke liarshall. You. will find, if not the Archiwiets notes, letters 
confirming this. That request was denied by Kr. - a.rshall and I was informed of it by the 
ArchiviSt. Later, under the moot dubious circumstances, the Archives arranged for a ylopa-. 
eeanda misuse of tide contract in what was deliberately contrived as a leak to a reporter 
whose predisposition to favor the government in this and related matters was well knosu, as 
was his lack of knowledge of the subject. Under the regulation, I was required to have equal 
access. However, you will find a covering letter with which I was sent a cony of this contract, 
about a week after he had printed it, angled and emphasized in a way congenial to ofLicial 
desires. The reasons given me for refusing it to me are that it would result in sensational 
and undignified publicity. These reasons are not subject to change. They are true or they 
are untrue. If they were true for me they were true for everyone. The reason is a lie, and 
I mince no words is saying. it. I challenge you to show me any legitimate reason under the 
law for denying that contract to me. Moreover, it is obvious that the most sensational 
treatment is in newspapers, not: books, for in newspapers there is never space for adequate -
treatment of such matters. The fact is that the resultant newspaper treatment was seesational, 
but the nature of the sensation was the object of the government. I think you will find this 
the cause of may longest letters, if not the subject of more correspondence than anything else. 
And I still, after all this time, await a ±easoiiable explanation or answer. 

Another that comes to mind imeediately is my request for what is called the memo of 
transfer.-  Under the American kill v. Gulick decision, as you must know, once this was used 
in agy way by the government, as it was in the so-called Clark Panel R-eport, what,,ver immun-
ity it say have enjoyed under the law ended. It took an inordinate time to tell me what I 
categorize as a lie, that this is a "private papor".Wore it, that would. have been known im-
mediately. The file on this also•ie tnick, and especially because of your unbecoming lecture 
I invite your personal reading of it. In fact, I dare it. -Ape when this cheap trick was 
pulled on me, I avoided direct confrontation with that which could have resulted in cheap 
publicity and asked for the government's copy of thia alleged transfer to the alleges'_ rep-
resentative 06 the Keanedy femily (and I use these words because 1 believe the of,:ipMal 
reipresentation to be inaccurate). I was denied in on the same epurioue grouxsh. So, I went 
to what the law regards as the agency of primary interest, the Secret Service, and aeked it 
for a copy. It gave it to me, routing it through the National Archives, which never -.old me. 



I knew because the Secret Seevice did tell 	one it told inc at the time. I waited a long 
time and then aoked the Archives why I did not have it. I was told that its goner, 1 eaaneel 
was considering whether to let mu have it. i.:ow this is an impropriety. The law clearly veai 
the decision in the agency of primary concern. TheSecret Service was eignator-S,  to that memo. 
And all rights, if they ever existed, to withhold, vaporized on use-Tublic use, although under 
the decision any use if sufficient to end the right to withhold. Of course, I could have 
gone to. court. But the consequences of this would not have been to my liking, if I think 
they were the deliberate, intent of the government, or someone in high authority in it. It 
would first of all have resulted in a defamation of the Secret Service, which was guiltless, 
and perhaps by inference .of those'brave men in the escort that tragic day, who had already 
been defamed too much - never at all by me. Next it would have falsely made it appear that 
the family of the President was responsible for the.suptressions. This would have been an 
awful added suffering for them, and I would not permit myself' to be manipulated into Ithis 
position. It is as miserable a maneuver on the part of any government as I can conceive. how-
ever, if you have any doubt, I invite you to consult the files. You will- see that I did exhaust 
my administrative remedies as the necessary prerequisite to suit but did not file whit would 
have been a very simple suit with a virtually automatic decision in my favor because I came 
to realize what the government was contriving,. and I will be party to no such thing. 1  have, 
instead, elected, as the record will show, to forgo my undoubted right. When I went :rack 
to the Secret Service, against which I could have filed, and told those with. whom I was 
dealing what had happened and that if I were to get this paper to which I am entitled, they 
would have to Give it to me or I would have to sue, which means do it all in public, they 
consulted. the Attorney General, who told them to tell me. to sue, This makes it clear enough 
for me. The Department of Justice, it would appear, is not at all reluctant to make it appear, 
no matter how falsely, that the sup cessions of evidence pertinent to the assassination of 
the President are the doing of his survivors, a frightful defamation as it is a fileehood. 
Are you beginning to see how the' file grow? 

Let me give you another illustration, in a case whore I did go to court. I eougat 
pictures of the evidentiary parts of the President's clothing. 1.1y requests, to your eersonal 
knowledge, were specific and limited to the very small areas of damage, in some case::; for 
pictures - of as little as a half-inch oE'a garment. First of all, I was lied to. Only after 
the end of the last working day before my papers were due in court was the lie admitted, after 
all my papers had been prepared and when it was too late to change them. Next, the Archiviet 
comeitted what'I have charged without even pro forma denial is perjury to deny me this official 
evidence, as it i6 not only in fact by by specific description in the contract. he told the 
court that the contract prohibited his showing this clothing to anyone, in addition to his 
false swearing,. What did he then do? He voluntarily showed it to a man who is as litae 
qualified under this same contract as a Hotentot who is unaware of the invention of paper, 
a man whose preconceptions were well know, whose statements could be predicted with the certain-* 
that one can forecast the rising of the sun. Examine the file and tell yourself, if not me, 
what percentage of the bulk this repreeents.And my s4cond charge of renewed perjury is without 
response. Now it is obvious that one of us has comaitted a crime, he who swore falsely or 
he who in alleging it slandered. y  have only official silence on this, which is adegaate answer. 

Should these not be enough examples of why the files of correspondence is as large as 
it is, please complain again and I will provide an abundance of 	illustrations. The 
rest of the statements in this paragraph are self-serving falsehoods to which there le inhereae 
response is the foregoing. 

Your exaggerate in saying that the Archives staff has "often gone beyond normal limits" 
in filling my requests, but it is true that when I first started to use the Archives the staff 
was helpful and followed the letter and the spirit of the regulations. Changes came ehen I 
began to locate in that literary morass that which the executive branch did not want :used 
and understood. At that time, when others, seeaing to coat ercialize cheap publicity, made 
what were then false charges against the Archives, I alone defended it, as its recore then 
justified, and I did this on coast-to-coast TV. You iacty not know it, but I also eadee a phoney 
petition campaign aimed at the Arc rives when someone sought to sell a book by that device.The 
change was in the Archives, 4ot in me. I owe it no obligation, but I felt that justice required 
this of me, especially on such a subject. Fairness to ocher researchers, your words, te not in 



way or :sense a factor. They are your ineperopriate cords. I have nit asked the Archive
s to 

do my research for me. The Archiveadid. thenomniseioa's Milne during the Uontaission's life. 

It is aueeosed to have a copy of every document on ever person ip a separate file. If 
you 

do not tend your aim vinyards, do nut charge me with rape. 'ior is manpower a fnctor. '411
.en 

pwutested inadequate, part-time staffing of this archive, the Archivist personally aen
ured 

me there was no manpower shortage. So, unless he Tied, or unless the government is niggardly, 

in even the sense you use these words they are false and entirely inaperopriate. More,
 when 

documents have disappeared, the Archives has- without deviation refused to request copies 

from those agencies that, can supply them, notoriously the PE. And the simplest aid no
wt 

obvioue way to reduce the size oC.the correspondence is to Answer my requests promptly and 

to fill them when they are made. When this is not done, expect me to tre ana hold you to 

your responsibilities, and to Inc: degree I can keep them in mina, to repeat my requests 

until they urf. filled. And there is a einple method of alpiding ,:hat you may regard as
 

intemperate or paaaiouate le6tere frog me, and that is not to lie to me, not to play t
he 

kind of dirty tricks I have not begin to document to the degree I can, and not to mane
 

also charges against me, for I will make a written defense if only to keep you,frotc
reating 

a fUse record. Another way would be to cease the political misuse of this archive. I
n no 

other case can it be as inaperopriate. I regret I do not believe you wilt. and. I reaTet
 I am 

aware of further pending inappropriateness. 

Thie leads to your concladiee paraerpph. One false statement ie it, 1. have airenay 

addreseed, that "conceredena the clothing of President rieneedy...Aeceee...ie basedba ea
c 

terms of the eereement..." In addition to what I have said .on this, I add that in r. 
pone 

to my letter of January 6, 1972, but only after violation,' that having been comnit..ed 
on 

January 7, your regulation 	elteran ne rn ex ;uost f,,cto of 	tp saaction 	violation. 

This is the second time of which I know that the regulations Were altered to sanction or 

oretend to sanction violations. My recollection is that the previous one was last ;',tely. In 

neur next sentence you refer to "qualified person". 1 believe I have asked how undo:. t
he 

agreement a urologist can qualify,  for access. I would appreciate an anseer, for obvieueln, 

what you regard as qualification is essential. My own view is that if a urologist ia 

qualified, nobody can be disqualified, but that is not the sense of tac contract, 1..:1::t
her 

or not itt legality is questioned. I do question it. 

.You then refer to "approval" by hr. harshall and refer to him not quite precisely as 

"the Kennedy family representative". He is, rather, the representative of the executor
s of 

the estate. The two are not identical. Your "error" is .consistent with political in. en
t. 

However, I had what amounts to the approval of hr. Marshall in two letters when I sought 

access to the clothing in a way that permitted atudy and analysis by a criminalist of 
my 

choice and permitted my own examination of it in comparison with other evidence in sty 

possession. The Archivist refused it, to the point of violating existing regulations and 

- compounding this with repetitive perjury. What purpose, then, iu served by obtainine hr. 

Marshall's approval, except political misuse by the government? Especially when there 
is 

nothing to:stop the Archivist from doing what he then did. Pirat he eithheln from me t
he 

relevant regulations. When I obtainee them from another source and asked another to_ob
tain 

a copy for me from the Archives, he was told they do not exist. Then, when I exposed t
he 

overt violation of these regulations in refusing me what I requested, the regulations 
were 

promptly altered to make them consistent with the violation. 1 do have dated copies. n
hit 

happened here is both incredible to the and a reflection. of the official unconcern anu 
attitude. 

I was asked if the Archives had correctly guessed my source! By when I requested all re
gulation.: 

in writing, this, the one most applicable, was withheld, as I can prove. 

It is not only you who the Archivist informed that -I might apply to have a pataologist
 

or other "qualified" person examine this material for me. lie also informed me of-it. I
 did 

not dignify this: transparent propmaanda device and 	violation of the spirit a.:d inte
nt 

of the agreement with any response. It in any event is not what 1 requested. There are
 things . 

I do not know about patholoay, radiology awe photogrpphy, but there is nobody ie tee u
orld 

,of whom I know, possessed or any or all these skills, who ha:; a knowledge of all on th
e 

evidence, moat particularly the medical evidence, equal to mine. There is therefore no
body 



. 	. 
equipped to make the only kind of study I au Lotereeted in, one in conLext,If  yea dispute 
my representation of my credentials, I welcome any confrontation in any forum of sour selection 

tith those already designated as "experts" by the government, including the eminent teacher 
of forensic pathology, Dr. Russell fisher. I will not oe party o what I regard as preeagais 
on such a subject and with the p6tential unavoidable in this. Nor will I in any' way lend 

myself to any further deceptions or misrepresentations on this subject such as those the 

government has already contrived. I know of no provision of the contract which says that a 

writer may use a substitute in obtaining access to this material. If there is one which 
says this, please cite it to .me. If there is any unpublished letter sanctioning this on 

behalf of the estate, I would apereciate a copy. 4.his is a cheap device concocted for . 

cheap publicity. It is inconsistent with every provision of that agreement you pretend to 
honor. If I err or exaggerate, I will welcome citation of my provision visualizing this 
newest in the unending shameful executive-branch manipulatione to make it seem that the 

family of the President ie.  responsible for the sueeressioas of evidence that are fact. 

You have already violated I(2)(b) with me and ty requests, and you are now doine 

exactly what I anticipated, violating II(2)(b). This language is, in my reading, specific 

enough in denying any access to, say, newspaper reporters. It reads: "Access to the Lppendix 

B materials shall be permitted only Lemphasis added] to...Any recognized expert in the 

field of pathology or related areas of science or technology, for serious purposes relatint 

to the investigation of matters relating to ths,death ef the late President..." If you know 

asinele newspaper reporter who has even begun to make this kind of "ecrious" personal 

investigation, please inform me. This language seems to me to be deeigned to preclude what 
yoe are now doing and above all would it seem to preclude any newspaper access, by whatever 
ruse of you r manufacture. I do not think you can hold the agreement to be legal and binding 
and simultaneously and repeatedly violate it to contrivelaccese to propagandists ark: 

scientific nincompoops. 

In any event, your offer, like Dr. Rhoads' before it, is not the request I made. 

1 tell you frankly that I cannot find lensuage adequate to condemn enough that ehich 

has been done and is still being cooked up to add to the suffering of the survivors eed to • 

make it appear that they are responsible for the suppression of evidence that was exelusively 

a federal responsibility. You must be aware - and if you arc not I remind you - that long 

ago I went through the process of exhausting my administrative remedies in a manner thateI 

felt could avpid so stigmatizing the survivors and one who has not survived. I have not 
carried this further, as I will if the situation changes, simply because I feared that, 
unable to afford skilled counsel, the government might exploit me for this despicable and. 

(h er and above all of this, which is more than enough, there remains the question of 

authnticity and completeness of this and other relevant evidence, a subject on which I have 

a well-fixed ane well-confirmed opinion. What Dr. Lattimer said on one point, if tree, means 

that this material is not authentic. This has nothing to do with his incredible stat(sment 

that the pictures and X-rays show who fired what shots and with what. (And you recessized 

him as a !qualified" expert?) 

-n other respects, I believe your letter violates the language of The attorney Liuneral's 

memo rea Kium I cited in my letter relating to "bureaucratic" obstacles. 

Meanwhile, I can look forward to nothing better than the next shame you will inflict.  

upon the country and the next abuse of the bereaved. 

Sincerely, 

0? 
, 

; 1 
Haiold Weisberg 


